ASK US HOW YOU CAN

LEARN TO CONDUCT QUALITATIVE RESPIRATOR FIT TESTS

&

PURCHASE A QUALITATIVE FIT TEST KIT

Fit Test Training Registration
regularly $150; Farmer cost share cost $75.00

- 3-4 hour training session
- Understand requirements for medical clearance & fit-test documentation
- Learn & practice fit testing protocol using small group, hands-on instruction
- Learn how to correctly select & fit respirators
- Bring employees to use as fit test subjects; complete on-line medical clearance* prior to training by contact George Elderbaum 1-800-717-3472 or gelderbaum@ei1.com
- Training available for groups of at least 10 individuals; Total cost per individual ~$175.00

*cost per employee $35. Apply for cost share of $17.50 each while funds last

Qualitative Fit Test Kit
regularly $353 retail. Farmer cost share cost ~$100.00

For more information contact:
Robin Tutor-Marcom
NC Agromedicine Institute
tutorr@ecu.edu
252.744.1008